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(57) Abstract: Computer controlled method,
network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) and sys
tem (40) for detecting data patterns in a data
stream (36) received by a computer (30).
The data stream (36) comprising a plurality
of data symbols. The computer (30) executes
a finite automata (10) comprising a plurality
of states ( 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) including a start
state ( 11) and at least one accepting state
(15). State transitions (16) are triggered by a
data symbol (17a) according to a state trans
ition register (17) and the method comprises
the steps of determining (21), by the com
puter (30), from a data symbol register (18)
whether a data symbol of the data stream
(36) is comprised in a group of data symbols
not resulting in an accepting state (15), and
triggering (22), by the computer (30), a
transition (16) to the start state ( 11) for data
symbols comprised in the group and a trans
ition (23) to a state (12, 13, 14, 15) accord
ing to the state transition register (17) for de
tecting the data pattern otherwise.



Title

A method of and network server for detecting data patterns in an input data stream.

Technical Field

The present invention relates to data processing and, in particular to

computer controlled method for data pattern detection in an input data stream.

Background

The amount of data transmitted over telecommunications networks increases

rapidly. High speed and high capacity packet data networks and servers are

employed for transferring these data. Amongst others for test and monitoring

purposes, to guarantee a desired or agreed Quality of Service, QoS, for example,

packet header information on, for example, source and destination addresses is not

sufficient to obtain the required information. In some cases the payload of data

packets needs to be inspected for particular data patterns, for example. Data mining,

detection of data viruses and other malicious data are further examples that may

require packet data inspection.

A method of inspecting packets is by employing finite automata. A finite

automata, or simply a state machine, is a computer controlled method that is

employed as an abstract state machine operating on states according to a state

transition table or state transition register. Such state transition table comprises - for

a plurality of states of the finite automata - a transition from a present to a next state

upon inputting a particular data symbol in the present state, eventually leading to a

data pattern match of a particular string of input data symbols. Such data symbols

are, for example, the data symbols comprised in the well-known American Standard

Code for Information Interchange, or in short the ASCII table. As such, a state

transition to a subsequent state may also involve a transition to the same state of the

automata, called a non-forwarding transition. Processing finite automata may involve

relatively high memory storage and memory access, dependent on the complexity of



the automata, i.e. the numer of states, state transitions and the dimensions of the

state transition table.

In general, two types of finite automata can be distinguished. Deterministic

Finite Automata, DFA, and Non-deterministic Finite Automata, NFA. DFA is preferred

at processing speed, as it requires only constant amount of memory accesses while

parsing thru the packet payload. The cost of such computation efficiency is the high

memory storage. NFA has lower memory storage requirements but as from every

state the next state can be several other in parallel, it requires a lot of computation

resources to check every possible case.

Both DFA and NFA have their own strengths and weaknesses and can be

employed in software tools for data packet inspection systems.

Network servers performing the finite automata comprise a certain amount of

memory which can be classified in a plurality of memory levels. These have their

own characteristics in terms of throughput and latency. In most parallel systems at

least L 1 and L2 type memory are present. L 1 is most often dedicated to a single core

of the multicore execution unit, and L2 is most often shared over a plurality of cores.

As such however, the number of parallel read/write instructions are limited by the

number of memory controllers.

Even within the same level of memory such differences can be present, as

sometimes different types of memory are combined in single server. In case of real-

time packet processing several packets are processed at the same time, usually by

utilizing multicore execution units or other parallel hardware. Care should be taken to

not completely occupy al of the memory resources with executing the finite

automata. Especially as most finite automata are executed in a network server also

serving other network and communication tasks.

As the amount of data transmitted over telecommunications networks

increases rapidly, software employing conventional DFA of FNA may require a too

high amount of resources, i.e. memory storage and memory access controllers,

generally designated as memory footprint. Accordingly, there is a need for improved

methods of detecting data patterns executing finite automata.



Summary

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved computer

controlled method for detecting data patterns in an input data stream.

It is, in particular, an object of the present invention to provide a computer

controlled method for detecting data patterns arranged for executing a finite

automata on high-speed data streams.

In a first aspect, a computer controlled method is provided for detecting data

patterns in a data stream received by the computer. The data stream comprising a

plurality of data symbols. The computer executing a finite automata comprising a

plurality of states including a start state and at least one accepting state, and state

transitions triggered by a data symbol according to a state transition register. The

method comprises the steps of:

determining, by the computer, from a data symbol register whether a data

symbol of the data stream is comprised in a group of data symbols not resulting in an

accepting state;

- triggering, by the computer, a transition to the start state for data symbols

comprised in the group, and

triggering, by the computer, a transition to a state according to the state

transition register for detecting the data pattern otherwise.

Upon processing data streams the data symbols comprised therein are

compared to find a match on a data pattern with use of the finite automata. As often

no data patterns are searched comprising non human-readable printable data

symbols, for example, one can expect that for such data symbols the finite automata

will not result in a match on a data pattern. Using this insight a more focussed and

efficient method for detecting data patterns is constructed.

More particularly, during execution of the steps of the finite automata

according to its state transition table, there are cases wherein the input, i.e. the data

symbol of the data stream to be inspected, puts the finite automata in the start state,

as there would be no transition leading to an accepting state and therewith a match



on a data pattern. Combining a collection of data symbols into a group that always

leads to the start state and automatically triggering a transition to the start state for

each data symbol of the data stream comprised in this group, significantly reduces

automata walkthrough and thereby memory footprint of the finite automata. As such

an improved method of detecting data patterns in an input data stream is obtained.

In a further example the data symbol register comprises the group of data

symbols not resulting in an accepting state. The step of determining comprises

determining whether a data symbol of the data stream is comprised in the data

symbol register.

The step wherein the computer determines whether a data symbol of the

received data stream is a data symbol that does not result in an accepting can be

employed in several ways. The data symbol register can, for example, be

comprised, solely, of the group of data symbols not resulting in an accepting state.

The advantage of such a data symbol register is that is contains the least amount of

data, i.e. only those data symbols for which the start state is to be triggered. The

computer performing the method determines whether a data symbol of the data

stream is comprised in the data symbol register. If it is present therein, the

computer can trigger a transition to the start state. If not, the computer can trigger a

transition to the same state, also known as a non-forwarding state, or to a

subsequent state according to the state transition register. As such, the finite

automata walkthrough is continued accordingly.

In another example the data symbol register comprises the plurality of data

symbols. The data symbols not resulting in an accepting state are comprised in a

marked group in the data symbol register. The step of determining comprises

determining whether a data symbol register is comprised in the marked group.

The data stream being received by the computer comprises a plurality of data

symbols. These symbols can be characters or strings comprising characters

corresponding to the data comprised in the payload. As such, some data, e.g.

protocol data comprises different symbols than pure text data. However, these

symbols are comprised in a symbol set, i.e. an alphabet, being a definite set of



symbols. Such alphabets or symbol sets can comprise e.g. all 128 ASCII symbols or

all 256 extended ASCII symbols.

The data symbol register can in an example be comprised of the definite set

of all symbols that can be comprised in the data stream. For example, according to

the example above, the definite set of symbols can be the extended ASCII alphabet

of 256 symbols. As such, the data symbol register comprises all 256 symbols.

Further, the data symbol register comprises information to identify the group of

symbols that do not result in an accepting state. Such information can be contained

in the register by marking or flagging those symbols comprised in that group. Plural

methods are known in the art to set such flags or marks.

In another example the data stream is processed, by the computer, in

accordance with the detected data pattern. The computer performing the method can

be employed for plural services. For example, to filter traffic in a gateway setting. As

such, the method can be performed by the computer to detect unwanted traffic in the

data stream. The data stream is received by the computer and matched according to

data patterns. If a pattern is matched, and as such, unwanted traffic is detected, the

computer can perform a further action on the data stream. Depending on the

patterns the proper action can be performed. For example, data matching on

unwanted protocols or viruses, can be dropped or rerouted.

In a further example the group of data symbols are generated, by the

computer, to comprise data symbols in accordance with an application to be

processed on the computer. As mentioned, the computer can be a computer

performing a certain task in a telecommunication network. For example a serving

node of a mobile telecommunications network responsible for routing data packets to

and from mobile stations such as mobile phones. Such serving nodes are arranged

to route certain data packets wherein the protocols contained in the payload are

determined by the network. As such, there is knowledge about what symbols are to

be expected in the data stream as for example not all extended ASCII symbols are

used by these protocols. Accordingly, a group of data symbols not resulting in an

accepting state can be generated according to the function of the computer in the

network. If such a function is limited to routing data streams comprised in particular



mobile protocols, the group of symbols can contain those symbols which are absent

in these protocols.

In yet another example, the method is operated in a network server of a

telecommunications system. Telecommunications systems comprise plural servers

performing plural tasks. The method can be operated in a plurality of servers

comprised in such a system wherein a stream of data is received, transmitted, re

routed or processed in another way. Examples of network servers wherein the

method can be operated, are radio base stations, Serving GPRS Support Nodes

(SGSN), Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), Broadband Remote Access Servers

(BRAS), Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers (DSLAM), or the like.

In a second aspect a computer program product comprises a data storage

device storing computer program code data arranged for performing the method

according to an example described above, wherein the program code data are

loaded into a memory of an electronic processing unit and are executed by the

electronic processing unit.

In a third aspect a network server operates in a telecommunications network

for detecting a data pattern in a data stream comprising a plurality of data symbols.

The network server comprises;

a state transition register defining a finite automata comprising a plurality of

states including a start state and at least one accepting state, and state transitions

triggered by a data symbol according to the state transition register;

- a data symbol register, comprising data symbols;

a determining unit, for determining from the data symbol register, whether a

data symbol of the data stream is comprised in a group of data symbols not resulting

in an accepting state; and

an execution unit, for triggering a state transition to the start state for data

symbols comprised in the group, and a state transition to a state according to the

state transition register for detecting the data pattern otherwise.

A network server operating in a telecommunications network comprises

several units. Amongst which units to perform the initial or primary tasks of the

network server, such as routing data to a plurality of nodes within the network.



Further, when employed as a network server according to an aspect of the invention,

it comprises a state transition register, a data symbol register, a determining unit and

an execution unit. The execution unit is a unit comprising a single or multicore

processor for performing the servers initial tasks and for performing an aspect of the

method according to the invention. If a multicore processor is comprised in the

server, for example, a single core thereof can be allocated by the initial task, and

further cores can be allocated by the method for detecting data patterns.

The one or more cores of the processor are further arranged to execute the

finite automata according to a state transition table. In the state transition table a

plurality of states are defined which at least comprise a start state and at least one

accepting state. For every state of the state transition table, state transitions can be

triggered by data symbols. Every single symbol of a finite symbol set can in principle

trigger a different transition. However, in most cases, plural symbols trigger the same

state transition.

The computer comprises a state transition register defining the state transition

table. The computer accesses, for every state of the finite automata, the state

transition register to determine the next state to which a transition is to be triggered

upon a certain data symbol input to that state. This symbol is the symbol in the data

stream received by the computer, in which data stream the data patterns are to be

detected.

In a data symbol register data symbols are comprised. From the data symbol

register the computer can determine, e.g. by comparing it with the data symbol

register, whether a data symbol of the data stream can result in an accepting state of

the finite automata. The data symbol register can therefor be a storage means

wherein data symbols are comprised for the determining unit to determine thereof if

a data symbol can result in an accepting state. All data symbols not resulting in an

accepting state are comprised in a group.

If from the data symbol register the determining unit determines that a data

symbol of the data stream is comprised in the group of symbols not resulting in an

accepting state, it informs the execution unit to trigger a state transition to the start

state of the finite automata. If the symbol is not comprised in the group, the



execution unit triggers a state transition to a subsequent state, or to the same state,

according to the state transition register. As such, the state transition table is

executed in a conventional manner. Herewith the detection of the data patterns in

the data stream continues.

In a further example the data symbol register is comprised in a lower level

memory than the state transition table. Computers comprise a certain amount of

memory. Not all memory is equal. Low level internal memory like processor registers

and cache, can comprise less data. However, they are located closer to the

execution core(s) of the computer and therefor have a lower latency. Main, higher

level, memory can comprise more data but with higher latency. Disk storage can

even comprise more data than the main memory but at the cost of an even higher

latency. As such, there is a trade-off between storage amount and latency, i.e.

capacity versus speed.

Storing the state transition register in a lower level of memory would increase

speed and therefor finite automata walkthrough. However, the amount of data

comprised therein is to much for low levels of memory and as such, slower, i.e.

higher level, memory is to be used as a storage means.

In a network server according to an example of the present invention a data

symbol register is presented. It requires a limited amount of storage as it only

comprises the information to determine which symbols can not result in an accepting

state. As size is limited, a higher level of memory can be used as a storage means

for the data symbol register. Therefor latency significantly reduces for those group of

symbols not resulting in an accepting state, and for these symbols a state transition

to the start state is triggered in stead of a relative slow further state transition

according to the state transition register in a .

In another example the lower level memory comprises a cache memory of the

execution unit or of the network server. Except for the execution registers, the

memory level with the lowest latency is the cache memory of the network server. As

most network servers within telecommunication systems are multicore systems, they

often comprise multi-level cache memories. With multi-level cache memory, the

lower level is often dedicated to a single core, and the higher level(s) shared over



multiple cores. In an example the data symbol register is comprised in a lower, single

core dedicated cache level of the network server, and in another example to a

higher, multicore allocated cache level of the network server.

In a further example the data symbol register comprises the group of data

symbols not resulting in an accepting state. As the determining unit of the network

server should be able to determine whether a data symbol of the data stream is a

data symbol that can result in an accepting state of the finite automata, in an

example it compares the data symbol of the data stream with the group of data

symbols comprised in the data symbol register. If the comparison results in a hit, i.e.

the data symbol is present therein, the execution unit can directly trigger the start

state in stead of executing the rest of the finite automata according to the state

transition register.

In yet another example the data symbol register comprises the plurality of

data symbols, and the data symbols not resulting in an accepting state comprise a

marked group in the data symbol register. Contrary to the previous example, the data

symbol register is not restricted to the group of non accepting state resulting data

symbols but to the complete set of data symbols that can occur in the data stream.

For example all data symbols comprised in the extended ASCII alphabet. To this

extent, within the data symbol register those data symbols that form the group of

data symbols not resulting in an accepting state, are marked, flagged or identifiable

likewise.

Upon determining whether the start state is to be triggered as a data symbol

of the data stream can not result in an accepting state, the determining unit

determines whether the data symbol of the data stream is marked in the data symbol

register. If it finds such a marking of flag, it triggers the transition to the start state, if

not, the finite automata is executed according to the state transition register.

In yet another example the network server further comprises a processing unit

for processing the data stream in accordance with the detected data pattern. The

processing unit can be instructed to act upon a matched data pattern. Depending on

the initial or primary task of the network server, e.g. routing data, the processing unit

can process the data for example by rerouting it to a different destination if a data



pattern is detected. In Another example the data can be dropped from the data

stream is a virus is recognized with a matching data pattern.

In a fourth aspect a telecommunications network is comprised of a network

server according to any of the above described examples.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The present invention will be further discussed in more detail below,

using a number exemplary embodiments, with reference to the attached drawing, in

which

Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified finite automata comprising five

states and state transitions between the states;

Fig. 2 illustrates the simplified finite automata further

comprising a state transition table;

Fig. 3 illustrates the simplified finite automata further

comprising a data symbol register;

Fig. 4 illustrates a flow chart according to a first aspect of the

invention;

Fig. 5 illustrates a network server according to a further aspect

of the invention;

Fig. 6 illustrates a telecommunication network according to

another aspect of the invention.

Detailed Description

In figure 1 an example of a finite automata 10 is disclosed. Finite automata

are used to identify data patterns in data streams, i.e. data traffic in

telecommunications networks. Such identification can, for example, be applied in

virus or spyware detection, content filtering, protocol matching etc.

The finite automata 10 shown in figure 1 comprises a plurality of states 11,

12, 13 , 14, 15 . These states may also be referred to as nodes. The data pattern

matching process starts with the start state 11 of the finite automata 10 . A start



state can be defined as a state for which no entry action is present, i.e. for which

there is no transition resulting in that state. In figure 1 state 11 is such a start state.

A data stream processed by the computer comprises a sequence of data

symbols. These data symbols, or characters, are received by the computer and are

used one at a time as input to the current state of the finite automata 10 for

triggering a state transition 16 . Upon the start of the pattern matching process the

start state 11 is the current state. The first data symbol of the data stream

determines the state transition 16 . If for example the first data symbol is character 0

of the ASCII table, a state transition 16 is triggered from start state, state zero, 11 to

the first state 15 . However, if the first data symbol is character 1, a state transition

is triggered to the second state 12. After the first state transition, the state to which

the transition is triggered, i.e. state 12 or 15 , is at that time the current state.

Then again, for the current state, i.e. state 12, the next data symbol of the

data stream is used to determine the next state transition. If the next data symbol is

character 5 a state transition is triggered to the first state 15 , the same accounts for

all characters in the range of 0-7 and all characters in the range 10-255. However, if

the next data symbol in the data stream is character 8 or 9 , a state transition is

triggered to the third state 13 . Then for the third data symbol a state transition is

triggered to the first state for all characters 0-2 and 5-255. However, if the third data

symbol is character 3 or 4 , the fourth state 14 is entered. This is an accepting state,

or final state and represented by a double circle.

When an accepting state is reached, the finite automata gives a match on a

data pattern according to the finite automata. In this example, this is a match on the

regular expression { 1 ,[8-9], [3-4]}, being character 1 for the first data symbol, then

either character 8 or 9 for the second data symbol and finally character 3 or 4 for

the third data symbol.

Plural finite automata can exist giving rise to a plurality of data patterns for

determining a plurality of protocols, data strings, viruses etc. The finite automata

disclosed in figure 1 is a simplified version of a finite automata as there are only a

certain amount of transitions and states shown. Actually a complete finite automata

displays a state transition for every possible input data symbol. Therefor, for 256



possible data symbols of the ASCII character alphabet, every state of the finite

automata has 256 state transitions. However, most state transitions trigger a

transition to a same subsequent state and can therefor be shown as a range. In the

example of figure 1 the state transition for state zero 11 to the first state 15 is

comprised of 2 state transitions, one single state transition for character 0 and a

ranged state transition for all characters in the range 2 to 255.

The finite automata shown in figure 1 has five states, including a single start

state and a single accepting state. Between the states 256 state transitions exist,

however, only some thereof are shown in a simplified way. This is however a

visualisation of a the finite automata. The finite automata is present in a computer in

a register in the form of a state transition table. These state transition tables are

tables that show to what state a transition is triggered for a symbol to be input to the

current state. This is a more formal and functional way to comprise the same regular

expression as by a visualisation as shown in figure 1, which is a more diagram like

representation. State transition registers are like truth tables defining the output for

a state upon a certain input.

In figure 2 the state diagram 10 is disclosed of figure 1, however with a

corresponding state transition table 17 . The state transition table is a truth table like

manner of storing information on what state transitions are to be triggered upon

inputting certain data symbols. The simplified state transition table 17 disclosed in

this figure comprises two rows 17a, 17b. The first row 17a comprises all data

symbols of an alphabet, e.g. the finite set of 256 data symbols comprised in the

extended ASCII table. Then for every data symbol in the second row 17b a

corresponding state is presented. This is the state to which a state transition is

triggered if the corresponding data symbol is the data symbol of the date stream. As

such, for every state such information is comprised in the state transition table.

Plural state transition tables exist, e.g. one-, and two-dimensional state

tables. The state transition table(s) are comprised in a memory of a computer

executing a finite automata in the form of a state transition register. As such, the

state transition register according to the invention can be defined as a state

transition table 17 disclosed in figure 2 .



Figure 3 discloses the same finite automata 10 states and state transitions as

disclosed in figures 2 and 3 . Also, the state transition register 17 is comprised of the

state transitions 16 , 17b for corresponding data symbols 17a. However, a further

register is disclosed, being the data symbol register 18 . The data symbol register 18

can be present in a plurality of manners. At least, the computer executing the

method according to an aspect of the invention, is capable of determining from the

data symbol register which data symbols 18a can not result in a state transition 16

to an accepting state 14 of the finite automata 10 . From the state diagram 10 one

can see that only certain symbols can result in the single accepting state 14. It is to

be denoted that this is only a simplified version of a finite automata and that non

simplified finite automata often comprises plural accepting states. For every state of

the finite automata shown in figure 3 one can determine that a certain data symbol

will result in a state transition to a subsequent state from which no further path to an

accepting state exists.

For example, if the current state is state 11 and the data symbol of the data

stream processed by the computer and input to that state 11 is data symbol, i.e.

character, 0 , a state transition 16 is triggered to the subsequent state 15 . The same

accounts for all data symbols in the range 2 to 255. From that state every further

data symbol will result in a non forwarding step as the complete range of data

symbols 0-255 will trigger a state transition to the same state 15 . As such, state 15

will be the current state for all subsequent data symbols of the data stream until all

data symbols are processed.

Those symbols triggering a transition to a state from which no further path to

an accepting state exist can in an example be comprised in the data symbol register

18 . The computer executing the method can access the data symbol register and

compare the data symbol of the input data stream with the data symbols 18a stored

in the register. If the comparison results in a hit, the start state 11 is triggered

directly as further executing the finite automata would not result in an accepting

state 14, and as such, in a match on a data pattern. If the data symbol of the data

stream is not comprised in the data symbol register, the finite automata walkthrough

if continued by accessing the state transition register 17 , for determining a state

transition for a certain data symbol accordingly.



In figure 4 the steps of an example 20 of the present invention are shown.

These steps are the steps performed by a computer or more particular, a network

server in a telecommunication network, for detecting data patterns in a data stream.

The data stream can be any data stream on the telecommunications network or any

data stream to be received by the computer. The data stream is a continuous flow

headers and payload, of which the payload is not to be determined directly by the

computer as it is not the sender nor receiver of the data. As such, the computer is

only arranged to determine the headers of the data for routing it to its final

destination.

However, often the payload of the data needs to be determined to decide on

what the do with the data, e.g. amend, drop, reroute etc. An example of the present

application provides an improved method to do so. It therefor executes a finite

automata. The states of the finite automata at least comprise a start state and an

accepting state. Between the states, state transitions can be triggered on the basis

of characters or data symbols, being the data symbols comprised in the payload of

the input data stream. These states, and the information what state transition is

triggered upon what data symbols is comprised in a state transition table and stored

in a memory of the computer.

In figure 4 the first step 2 1 of the method is to determine for a data symbol

register whether a data symbol of the data stream is comprised in a group of data

symbols. There are two types of data symbols to be recognised in the state

transition table, those that can not result in an accepting state, e.g. the fourth state

14 of figure 1, and those that can result therein. The data symbols that can not

result in an accepting state will never give a match on a data pattern. However, due

to standard way of implementing finite automata, the finite automata has to be

completed until all data symbols of the input data stream are processed. As such,

even in an early stage, it can be certain that there will be no match on a data

pattern, however, the finite automata still needs to continue its walkthrough as

implemented finite automata do not have a void like programming function wherein

the a return is triggered to the start condition if the end of the function is reached.

However, by storing information on which data symbols will never result in an

accepting state, an improvement of a finite automata execution can be achieved. If



the computer determines from a further register, the data symbol register, whether a

data symbol is a data symbol of that group, it can execute a void like function by

triggering a transition to the start state. Thereby the rest of the finite automata is

skipped and the finite automata walkthrough is increased.

As such, in the next step 22 a state transition is triggered to the start state for

those states that are comprised in the group, and in the next step 23 a state

transition is triggered to a state according to the state transition register otherwise.

So for those data symbols that are comprised in the group a void functionality is

implemented by the method, and for the other data symbols the finite automata is

executed in a normal manner, thereby continuing the data pattern matching

process.

Figure 5 is a simplified representation of a computer 30 for executing the

computer controlled method according to an aspect of the present invention. The

computer can further comprise a plurality of units not disclosed in figure 3 , but

present in a computer, or more particular a network server or node in a

telecommunications network. Therein a central execution unit 3 1 is to be

recognised. The execution unit may be one of a single core or a multicore processor

or Systems on a Chip, SoC.

The computer 30 further comprises a determining unit 32. The determining

unit is arranged to determine whether a symbol of the data stream 36 of a network,

in this figure illustrated as a telecommunications network 35, is comprised in a

group of data symbols that can not result in an accepting state of the finite

automata.

As such, for executing the finite automata, the computer 30 instructs the

determining unit 32 to determine whether the next data symbol of the data stream

36 is comprised in the group. For determining whether it is part of the group, the

determining unit accesses a register, i.e. the data symbol register 34, which

comprises information on which symbols are comprised in the group. The

determining unit 32 informs the execution unit 3 1 whether the execution process of

the finite automata is to be altered. The execution of the finite automata will be

altered if the data symbol of the data stream 36 processed at that time by the



execution unit 3 1 is comprised in the group. Than the execution unit 3 1 will trigger a

state transition to the start state of the finite automata, thereby ending, c.q. skipping

the finite automata walkthrough.

If the determining unit 32 returns on the execution unit 3 1 with a miss on the

comparison of the data symbol of the input stream 36 with the data symbols

comprised in the group, the execution unit 3 1 will continue the finite automata

walkthrough in a normal manner. No process will be altered. The finite automata

walkthrough is executed accordingly by determining from the state transition

register 33 which state transition is to be triggered by the processed data symbol of

the data stream 36.

Figure 6 shows a plurality of network servers or nodes 42, 43, 44, 47, 48 in a

telecommunications network 40. Each network server is arranged and specifically

capable of performing a certain task within the network. An example thereof is the

gateway General Packet Radio Service, GPRS, Support Node, GGSN, denoted with

reference number 42. The GGSN is a gateway responsible for connecting and

routing data streams of a GPRS network with an external network such as the

internet 4 1 . The GGSN, in its function as a gateway, passes-through data stream.

For the data packets comprised in the data stream the GGSN is at least aware of

the destination, however most often not of the actual payload comprised in the

packets.

For performing payload dependent processing, a network server such as a

GGSN can be equipped with a determining unit 32 and a data symbol register 34 as

illustrated in figure 4 . As such, the network server is arranged, if arranged to

comprise a state transition register, to execute a finite automata with an increased

walkthrough speed.

Figure 6 further shows several other network servers such as a Server GPRS

Support Node, SGSN, arranged to deliver data packets from and to mobile stations

within a certain area, and a Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer, DSLAM, that

aggregates the data of a certain amount of Digital Subscriber Line, DSL modems to

further transport them over a single network link. Each of these servers can be

arranged to perform the method according to an aspect of the invention by at least



comprising the units illustrated in figure 5 . The network server shown in figure 6 are

however only shown as an illustration. The method according to an aspect of the

invention is not restricted to those network servers shown in this figure, but can be

performed in a plurality of network servers wherein a determining unit and a data

symbol register can be defined.



Claims

1. A computer controlled method for detecting data patterns in a data stream

(36) received by said computer (30), said data stream (36) comprising a plurality of

data symbols, said computer (30) executing a finite automata ( 10) comprising a

plurality of states ( 1 1, 12, 13 , 14, 15) including a start state ( 1 1) and at least one

accepting state ( 15), and state transitions ( 16) triggered by a data symbol ( 17a)

according to a state transition register (17) , said method comprising the steps of:

determining (21 ) , by said computer (30), from a data symbol register ( 18)

whether a data symbol of said data stream (36) is comprised in a group of data

symbols not resulting in an accepting state (15);

triggering (22), by said computer (30), a transition ( 16) to said start state ( 1 1)

for data symbols comprised in said group, and

triggering (23), by said computer (30), a transition ( 16) to a state ( 1 1, 12, 13 ,

14, 15) according to said state transition register ( 17) for detecting said data pattern

otherwise.

2 . The computer controlled method according to claim 1, wherein said register

( 18) comprises said group of data symbols ( 18a) not resulting in an accepting state

( 15), and wherein staid step of determining (21 ) comprises determining whether a

data symbol of said data stream (36) is comprised in said data symbol register ( 18).

3 . The computer controlled method according to claim 1, wherein said data

symbol register ( 18) comprises said plurality of data symbols, wherein said data

symbols not resulting in an accepting state (15) comprise a marked group in said

data symbol register ( 18), and wherein said step of determining (21 ) comprises

determining whether a data symbol of said data stream (36) is comprised in said

marked group.

4 . The computer controlled method according to any of the previous claims,

wherein said data stream (36) is processed, by said computer (30), in accordance

with said detected data pattern.

5 . The computer controlled method according to any of the previous claims,

wherein said group of data symbols are generated, by said computer (30), to



comprise data symbols in accordance with an application to be processed on said

computer (30).

6 . The computer controlled method according to any of the previous claims,

wherein said method is operated in a network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) of a

telecommunications system (40).

7 . A computer program product comprising a data storage device storing

computer program code data arranged for performing the method of any of the

claims 1 - 6 , when said program code data are loaded into a memory (33, 34) of an

electronic processing unit (31 , 32) and are executed by said electronic processing

unit (31 , 32).

8 . A network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) operating in a telecommunications

network (40) for detecting a data pattern in a data stream (36) comprising a plurality

of data symbols, said network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) comprising:

a state transition register ( 17 , 33) defining a ( 10) finite automata comprising a

plurality of states ( 1 1, 12, 13 , 14, 15) including a start state ( 1 1) and at least one

accepting state ( 15), and state transitions ( 16) triggered by a data symbol ( 17a)

according to said state transition register ( 17 , 33);

a data symbol register ( 18 , 34), comprising data symbols ( 18a),

a determining unit (32), for determining (21 ) from said data symbol register

( 18 , 34), whether a data symbol of said data stream (36) is comprised in a group of

data symbols not resulting in an accepting state ( 15); and

- an execution unit (31 ) , for triggering a state transition ( 16) to said start state

( 1 1) for data symbols comprised in said group, and a state transition ( 16) to a state

(12, 13 , 14, 15) according to said state transition register ( 17 , 33) for detecting said

data pattern otherwise.

9 . The network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) according to claim 8 , wherein said

data symbol register ( 18 , 34) is comprised in a lower level memory than said state

transition register ( 17 , 33).

10 . The network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) according to claim 9 , wherein said

lower level memory comprises a cache memory of said execution unit (31 ) .



11. The network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) according to claim 9 , wherein said

lower level memory comprises a cache memory of said network server ((42, 43, 44,

46, 48).

12. The network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) according to any of the claims 8-1 1,

wherein said data symbol register ( 18 , 34) comprises said group of data symbols

(18a) not resulting in an accepting state (15).

13 . The network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) according to any of the claims 8-1 1,

wherein said data symbol register ( 18 , 34) comprises said plurality of data symbols,

and said data symbols not resulting in an accepting state ( 15) comprise a marked

group in said data symbol register ( 18 , 34).

14. The network server (42, 43, 44, 46, 48) according to any of the claims 8-1 1,

further comprising: a processing unit (31 , 32), for processing said data stream (36) in

accordance with said detected data pattern.

15. A telecommunications network (40) comprising a network server (42, 43, 44, 46,

48) according to any of the claims 8-14.
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